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Dr. John J. Craighead, leader of the Montana Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit and 
p~ofessor of zoology and forestry at the University of Montana in Missoula, has been 
awarded a federal grant to prepare a monograph on the ecology of the grizzly bear 
in Yellowstone National Park. 
The grant will enable Dr. Craighead, his brother, Dr. Frank C. Craighead Jr., and 
their colleagues to complete the research work which they began in Yellowstone in 1959. 
Their research showed there has been a recent rapid decline in the Yellowstone grizzly 
bear population. This scientific evidence has made state fish and game departments and 
conservation groups aware of the need to precisely manage grizzlies if they are to be 
preserved for future generations. 
Dr. John J. Craighead also recently was awarded a $15,000 grant from the National 
Aeronautics and Space Administration, an $11,000 grant from the National Geographic Society 
and small grants from several other organizations to continue his studies of the grizzly 
bear habitat with the use of satellite technology. 
"Wilderness habitat is essential to the survival of the grizzly bear," Dr. John J. 
Craighead ~ajd. "Fortunately, habitat essential to the grizzly was preserved intact by 
the Wilderness Act of 1964. Without these vast wilderness areas that provide the grizzly 
bear with iselation, food and space, survival of the species would be far more critical 
than it is today. It is important to reevaluate and to li~it the use of forest areas 
adjoining the large wilderness areas that now support grizzlies." 
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The u.s. Forest Service, which manages the wilderness areas, is aware of the problems 
and is funding inventories and research that will shed light on how best to manage 
grizzlies in national forest areas under multiple-use management. The Yellowstone ecosystem 
of about 5 million acres, the Selway-Bitterroot with approximately 1,6 million acres 
(with more to be added) and the Bob Marshall-Scapegoat ecosystem of approximately 3.5 
million acres are the last strongholds of the grizzly within the contiguous 48 states. 
"Although the maintenance of these large wilderness ecosystems in their primitive 
condition is critical to the grizzly, the limiting factor is not habitat but proper 
management of grizzly bear populations," Dr. John J. Craighead said. "This is largely 
a responsibility of state fish and game departments. 11 
The long-term Craighead study in Yellowstone National Park showed that the grizzly 
bear has a low reproductive rate. An adult female produces a little better than a half cub 
per adult female per year. Females generally do not produce cubs until they are at least 
5.5 years old, and the average interval between litters is nearly 3.5 years. A species 
with a low reproductive rate cannot sustain heavy mortality. When it does, the population 
declines. 
"To properly manage the grizzly bear, mortality must be carefully regulated," Dr. John 
J. Craighead said. 11This means that kills by hunters, control deaths and illegal kills must 
be accurately documented and the death rate kept well below the birth rate. To do this will 
require a more accurate inventory of death statistics than has been available in the 
past." 
He said he feels that national forest areas adjoining the large wilderness areas 
should be closed to grizzly bear hunting during and after logging or when used for other 
intensive land-use practices that open the country to an influx of humans. 
By mapping, describing and evaluating wilderness habitat of the grizzly bear, it will 
be possible to more accurately evalutate habitat changes occurring in adjacent forest areas 
and from this information formulate more precise management objectives and hunting 
regulations. 
-more-
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Earth Resources Technology Satellite multispectral imagery, a spin-off of the space 
program, may prove instrumental in providing the basic habitat analysis needed to accomplish 
this. 
The Craighead research is being closely coordinated with the U.S, Forest Service 
and with the Montana State Fish and Game Department. 
Dr. Frank C. Craighead Jr. is president of the Environmental Research Institute, Moose, 
Wyo. He is adjunct professor of biology at the State University of New York, Albany, and 
a research associate of the University of Montana in Missoula. 
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